
My sister wasn’t able to
get justice for her case
until much later. But she
says that didn’t keep 
her from 
healing. 

“all of these things we do as a community
are simply kinds of love. 

Love is what helped me heal.”

She says she healed well because
we didn’t shame her for what
happened. In her support 
group, the women who were
shamed by their communities
experienced even more trauma.

“I lead an accountability commission
in our township now. We document

cases and we are creating a system
for reparations.”







Thwe came from her village to
Yangon in search of work.

Eaint & Shar are
from Yangon.

The three of them
worked together at the
same garment factory in

Yangon, Myanmar.

[MYANMar]  



(health Clinic) 

One day at the factory, 
Ma Eaint fainted while working.

She Was senT to a nearby clinic
for Treatment.



“Hey Ma Shar!
 

I haven’t seen Ma Eaint at the factory 
lately. Do you know where she is?”

"Didn’t you hear? She passed
out while working, all

because the factory
supervisor got her

pregnant."



“He slipped her 5 Lakhs ($150) to get rid
of the baby and made her return home
to her village. 

When he wants women to do
something for him, he jabs at them

with his big toe.

That creep always slaps workers’
butts when he walks by them, too."



“He hugs the girls from Behind
whenever he gets a chance...

...He often will reach from behind and

fondle their breasts.

He goes out of his way to rub
their thighs. With some of the

women, he pinches and twists*
their thighs too. 

*This behavior is seen as a form of punishment in some Burmese households



“Whattt?! 
Really?!”

He often makes lewd proposals
and pressures women to come
away with him for some small

amount of money. 

He sometimes offers women 5 Lakh
($150) to sleep with him. 

"One of my friends who works in

another garment factory told me about

a machine operator from the production

department.

He targets pretty, curvy girls there. 



“Yes, I have a boyfriend.”

“Do You have a
boyfriend? 
or a husband?”

When he asks them, the girls usually answer truthfully ‘yes’ or
‘no’, depending on their relationship status.



“Ahh.
I’m feeling dizzy.”

“Oh no.”

He Doesn’t care what
they say. 

He Always brushes off
their answers.

“Your boyfriend is
no problem for me.
I just want to love

you.”



“Oh no, 
she fainted!”

The factory is hot and the
Glaring work lights are blinding.
some of the workers get
nauseous and vomit. 

The factory supervisor remains
adamant about keeping the fans
off as turning them would
increase the electric bill.

The factory is unbearably hot.

No one is allowed to bring
electrolyte drinks inside! 

They will stain the fabrics if
they are spilled!



There is No overtime pay for workers 
despite the overtime hours.

35 garments
(hourly quota)

The production quota
used to be 280
garments each day.

During 2021, the bosses
increased the
Production demands

Now workers have 
to produce 420
garments per day.

The workers have to stay extra hours to meet this quota. No overtime pay is given.



They're also making us lie to
the Factory inspection team
about benefits we don't even

get.

Ma Shar and the others decided to
organize.

 

They protested: they called attention
to the frequent sexual assaults by

the supervisor. 
They Demanded that he be fired.



In response, The

factory heads called

the military regime

and asked them to

stop the workers’

protests.

The Military regime arrested 
Ma Shar and three other Protest
leaders.



“Release our labor
union leaders now!”

“give Us our labor
rights!”

"Let’s fight for our rights until we win!”



Labor rights have all but vanished for Myanmar factory workers
living in the shadow of Myanmar’s military dictatorship. Factories
(often foreign-owned) take advantage of the fact that there is no

rule of law, and workers are routinely exploited and abused.

Without a democratic government, gaining labor rights is nearly
impossible, and labor organizing is deadly. Nevertheless,
workers and union leaders continue to find ways to resist. 

Myanmar’s workers deserve a democratic future.





I am not referring who this
woman is. As depicted, the

things above and below
illustrates the contrast

before and after the coup.
The upper section, featuring
waves, sun rays, and origami,

conveys pleasantness,
freedom, and a brighter
future. In contrast, the
lower part is filled with

uncertainties, tiredness, and
difficulties. In the present

circumstances, being a woman
adds to the anxiety.

BB
(Illustrator)




